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The
tuesday 3-11-80
Journalism School
to see new director
Dr. John H. Boyer, director of the University School
of Journalism, since 1973, announced Friday that he will
not seek a new term as
director.
"I want to spend the 12 or
13 years I have left before
retirment in teaching,
research and consulting,"
Boyer said. The directorship
of the School of Journalism
has kept me from these pursuits."
Under Boyer, the shool has
been granted accreditation
in four of its sequences by
the American Council on
Education for Journalism,
making it one of 13 U.S. journalism programs accredited
in four or more sequences.
In 1977, the school was promised new quarters in the
former Music Building, with
occupancy expected by fall
1981. In addition, the school
has received a University
commitment of more than
$250,000 in print and electronic equipment.
Dr. Harold Fisher,
associate professor of journalism and the election
director, said the dean of the
College of Business Administration would like a
present member of the journalism faculty to serve as
director. The new director
will be named Friday.

FEATURE - A University
counselor says time management is understanding how
to use the 168 hours of the
week. Page 3.
NEWS - The anti-nuclear
movement in Ohio has formed a coalition called the Ohio
Non-Nuclear Organization.
Page 4.

weather
Partly sunny. High 25F
(-4C), low 14F (-10C), 10 percent chance of precipitation.
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New conditions set in hostage situation
By Associated Prats

Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini
vowed yesterday that Iran "will
fight against the U.S. government
until death," and the official Pars
news agency said the governing
Revolutionary Council backed off
its earlier demand to take custody
of about 50 American hostages held
by militant Moslems.
In his broadcast speech, Khomeini set tough new conditions for
a meeting between a U.N. investigating commission and the
American hostages, who yesterday
spent their 128th day as captives.
He then met with members of the

Khomeini vows to fight U.S. until death
Revolutionary Council, and Pars
announced the council's decision
last night
In Washington, President Carter
summoned Democratic and
Republican Congressional leaders
to a hurriedly arranged conference
on the developments.
White House press secretary
Jody Powell, who announced the
meeting, described the latest turn
of events as "very serious."
KHOMEINI'S statement followed two weeks of maneuvering by
the council and the militants over

whether the U.N. panel could question the hostages, and a weekend
dispute over custody of the
Americans.
Khomeini said the five-member
U.N. panel could question all the
hostages only if it published conclusions on its investigations into the
regime of the deposed shah before
it left Iran.
Otherwise, Khomeini said, "the
panel can meet with those hostages
involved in the case of the United
States and the shah for questioning."

by Keith Jameson
stall reporter

The University Appeals Board,
acting as a special hearing panel,
has ruled that Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity is guilty of a hazing incident last quarter.
Dr. Richard R. Eakin, vice provost of institutional planning and
student affairs, said he received
word of the ruling yesterday from
Reva Anderson, chairman of the
panel and a graduate assistant in
business education.
Along with the ruling were
delivered two recommendations by
the board following the four-hour
hearing Friday:
• That the fraternity be suspended from intramural sports for spring and fall quarters 1980, and
• That the Inter-fraternity Council
and Wayne Colvin, director of
Residence life, Area IV, establish
an affirmative action plan to confront the problem of hazing.
Eakin said he will make a final
decision on the recommendations
no later than March 21 to allow for
"patient and careful deliberation."
The incident happened Nov. 28,
1979, when a pledge of the fraternity collapsed during a lineup and
was hurt Although no formal
charges were filed, Eakin called
for a special hearing into the matter in a letter to the Appeals Board
dated Jan. 21.
"In defense of the house, I can't
agree with the decision," Jeff
Barber, president of the fraternity,
said yesterday.
ALTHOUGH DISAPPOINTED
with the ruling, Barber said it is too

Hanna withdraws as
attorney for Otting
Attorney M. Shad Hanna said
yesterday he will no longer defend
University student John Otting,
who was charged with breaking
and entering Feb. 22 after being
found in a locked office of the
Business Administration Building.
Hanna, a member of the University's Board of Trustees, said, "I
detected a reluctance on the part of
the University to handle the case
the way they would if I had not been
involved."
When he first agreed to defend
Otting, "there wasn't a suspension," Hanna said.
Otting, 510 E. Merry Ave., was
suspended by University President
Hollis A. Moore Jr. on March 3
because of involvement in a act
violating University rules, regulation and customs.
"WHEN I read he was suspended
I thought he should have just one
person representing him both in the
criminal and campus cases," Hanna said.
Because of his membership on
the Board of Trustees, Hanna said
he could not be involved in the
University case.
"The university will react more

PARS SAID Revolutionary Council member Ayatollah Mohammed
Javad Bahonar told reporters last
night the council had reversed its
decision to seek custody of the
hostages.
Tehran radio reported the U.N.
commission probably would leave
Iran today without questioning the

Fraternity
ruled guilty
of hazing

Bowling Green motorists crossing rough Conrall tracks at
Clough and other streets have had to take It aaay. Altar being

continued on page 4

by Diana Rado
Staff reporter

Khomeini also ordered the
militants "to deliver copies of all
documents concerning the U.S. intervention and the traitor shah" to
the U.N. panel.

hostages. In Washington, State
Department officials who asked to
remain anonymous, made the
same prediction.
Department spokesman Hodding
Carter said the government was
"unalterably opposed" to Khomeini's conditions. Carter was
guarded in his interpretation of the
turn of events, saying, "At this
point, it is a matter of extreme
murkiness."
A United Nations spokesman in
New York said the commissioners
had met with the Foreign Minister
Sadegh Ghotbzadeh and President
Aboulhassan Bani-Sadr and were
"reviewing the situation."

appropriately when they deal with
someone who is not a trustee," he
added.
Hanna said he indicated to Otting
last Friday that "it would be in his
best interest if he obtained new
counsel."
OTTING'S PRELIMINARY trial
had been set for that date but was
postponed until March 21 because
of a crowded court docket.
Although last Friday was to have
been the first time that the prosecution and defense met for discussion,
Hanna said "the door is always
open" for Otting to plead guilty to a
lesser charge than breaking and
entering.
Otting will be represented by attorney Joseph Dapone of Lima.
Otting has not yet delivered a
written request for a hearing concerning his suspension, according
to Dr. Derek D. Dickinson, director
of standards and procedures.
Dickinson had been directed by
Moore at the time of the suspension
to schedule a hearing upon written
request by Otting.
"He (Otting) did call me and said
he will present a letter sometime in
the future," Dickinson said.
He added there is no time limit
for receipt of the letter from Otting.
*

pressured by City Council lor the last two years, the railroad ex
pacts to repair the crossing this spring.

Troubled tracks:
City unhappy with condition of railroad crossings
by Diana Rado
stall reporter

Poor city railroad crossings have caused
15 accidents in the last two years, police
records show.
Although these represent only a small
percentage of the total accidents that occurred in the city during this time, they have
prompted city officials to demand repair of
the crossings.
But to see the demands fulfilled, "the city
has to continuously fight," with Conrail, the
owner of the railroad tracks that run through
the east area of the city, said Wesley K. Hoffman, municipal administrator.
Law states that because Conrail owns the
tracks, it must do the repair work rather
than the city, he explained.
"IF THE crossings are not smooth, the city
contacts the railroad, and then the railroad
fixes the crossings - but only sometimes,"
Hoffman said.
The crossings are not smooth because the
track bed is built higher than the road, which
causes a hump, he explained.
If the sidings (the smaller tracks that extend from the main line) are lower than the
main tracks, "there are very sharp humps more like mountains," which effect the
smoothness of the crossing, Hoffman said.
The crossings at Lehman Avenue and
Wooster Street are the worst in the city, according to Hoffman.

POLICE RECORDS show that nine of the
15 accidents caused by railroad crossings in
the last two years occurred at Lehman and
four at Wooster.
In addition to personal injuries caused by
the accidents, damage to cars has occurred.
Dean Augenstein, owner of Dean's Alignment Service, 1224 W. Wooster St., said he
has had a few cases of cars damaged by the
crossings.
Mostly cars are "knocked out of line, or
some damage is done underneath," because
of the poor condition of crossings, Augenstein
said.
Louis Bishop, an employee of Bernthisel
Alignment, 425 Grant St., said he has not
repaired cars damaged by the crossings
recently, but has in past years.
"LEHMAN AVENUE crossing causes the
worst damage - I know it's the worst one in
the city," he said.
Because of the accidents and damage to
cars, the Ohio Department of Transportation
determined in 1977 that the crossings on
Lehman and Wooster should be repaired,
said Colleen Smith, assistant city municipal
administrator.
At that time, she said, the federal government agreed to pay 90 percent of the improvement costs, and the city approved the
funding of the remaining 10 percent of the
project
However, Smith said the repair work was
delayed throughout 1978 and 1979.

i

ONE OF the problems was the engineering, she said.
"Conrail will not accept any engineering
work on their projects other than their own,"
Smith explained. "And then we had to go on a
priority list and wait for them to do the work.
"Conrail also had to deal with a property
owner to remove the sidings at the Lehman
crossing," Smith said.
Hoffman explained that because the
sidings are on land privately owned, Conrail
would need the permission of the landowners
to remove them.
JOSEPH CORRAL, 1st Ward councilman
who has corresponded regularly with Conrail
about the repair work since 1977, said the
delay is "just procrastinating on their part."
"It's just a tiresome job to keep on top of
them (Conrail)," he said. "And it seems that
I'm the only one on council that is keeping
tabs on it."
Smith said that in August 1979, the city
received word from Conrail that repair work
would begin in November 1979.
"They (Conrail) promised to fix the crossings last fall, so we had the streets barricaded and everything," said Robert Alexander,
superintendent of the city's streets department.
BUT CONRAIL said the weather conditions were bad and the repair work would be
delayed until the spring, he added.
continued on page 4

Sure, I'll support you, but what about a paycheck?
WASHINGTON - The bottom
line in the presidential race is
money - or the lack of it.
Everyone, including John Connally, the greatest campaign fundraiser of them all, is running out of
cash and the primaries have just
begun.
The Reagan people are making
deep cuts in their budgets, and the
ones on salary at Kennedy Headquarters are never certain if they
will get paid or not.
While many campaign workers
are very committed to the candidates they are working for, they
still have to deal with such small

now.

problems as eating and paying
their rent.

"George, I want you to know that
you're doing a terrific Job in the
mailroom."
"Thank you very much. I didn't
get my check this week."
"That's what I wanted to speak to
you about Did you ever hear the
nursery rhyme about Old Mother
Hubbard?"

HOW DO YOU keep your help
during a campaign when there is no
money in the till?
I would guess this scene is being
played out in the headquarters of
every presidential candidate right

"I THINK SO. I didn't get my
check from last week either. And
don't tell me it's in the mail
because I work in the mailroom."
"We would never lie to you,
George, That's why our man wants

focus
Art Buchwald

to be President. He feels the
American people have been lied to
long enough. The truth of the matter is that we have the choice of
either paying you or printing up 500
bumper stickers."
"Bumper stickers don't need
shoes."
"I know how you feel, George,
but the very life of this countrjrjs at
stake. If our man doesn't get
elected, no one in this country will
be able to afford shoes. You have to
think of the future. If we win, we
can turn the economy around, and
also regain the respect of nations
throughout the world. Our man will

lick inflation and bring new dignity
and stature to the highest office in
the land."
"What you're saying is I'm not
going to get my check."
"George, if our man becomes
President how would you like to be
the Ambassador to France?"
"You promised that job to the
guy who installed the telephones."
"WELL, how about Secretary of
Defense then?"
"What's it pay?"
"Seventy thousand plus a chauffeur."
"What else have you got?"
"There might always be an open-

ing on the Supreme Court"
"THEY'RE always fighting
amongst themselves up there. I
don't think I'd like that."
"Well, with your background,
George, I'm sure there would be no
problem making you Postmaster
General."
"Rumor has it you already promised that to a gal who's been stuffing envelopes. Look man, couldn't I
just have $50 to see me through the
week?"
"I could give it to you George but it would be wrong."
(c) 19M, Los Angeles Times Syndicate

opinion
Trying to resist a
common temptation
With the Iranian crisis and presidential primaries
grabbing the headlines lately, a news item of equal importance may have been overlooked.
According to Dan Lundberg, whose weekly Lundberg
Letter surveys trends in the petroleum industry, there
is a dramatic increase recorded in the nation's
gasoline supplies, which could mean an easing in the
gas shortage and to soaring gas prices.
Lundberg said gasoline stocks are at near record
levels and refiners are releasing more gas to the public
this month than they have since last November.
Add to this, Lundberg said, the fact that public consumption by U.S. motorists continues to decline, 11 percent the last three months, and the nation's crude oil
supplies look better than they have in a long time.
Lundberg said mat up to now, consumers have gotten credit for conserving gas, but that conservation has
been caused by low supplies.
"Now with deliveries increased, the public's option
to buy less than is available would mean actual conservation by people," he said.
Perhaps reflecting better availability, Standard Oil
of Ohio has reduced, by 3 cents, the price of gasoline at
all company-owned stations and to all dealers.
As anyone could expect, lines at the Sohio stations
have dramatically increased. So much so, that Sohio
now will have to stagger the hours of its companyowned stations.
The main reason: the federal government sets a
specific limit on the amount of gasoline each station
can sell each month. Because Sohio can't stay open all
day every day and stay within its allocations, some stations will have to close while other stations stay open.
It's hard to decide whether the demand on Sohio's
gas is a result of an actual increase in the number of
people driving because of lower prices, or the same
number of people driving but just going to the station
with the lower prices. It's probably a little of both.
Lundberg said it's doubtful that prices will fall at this
time. But he said the past accelerating rate of price increases may be slowed or even stopped.
Now is the perfect time for Americans to conserve.
With an end to higher prices, Americans will be tempted to gas up the family car and take that extra trip
they've been wanting to.
We must remember, though, oil supplies can be
depleted just as fast now as they have in the past. Rarely will we ever get another chance to conserve like the
one we're being handed now. We must resist the temptation from lower gas prices and keep our oil reserves
at high levels. Only then will we have a leveling of gas
prices and greater convenience for all.
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letters.
BG wrestling:
open your eyes
I would like to comment on a recent letter to The BG News (3-7-80)
written by Mr. Stoia. The article
"Bring Back the Pride," misquoted Bowling Green Coach Pete
Riesen and presented a total lack of
information on the subject of
wrestling.
First, let's set the facts straight.
Coach Riesen was quoted as saying, "If we wrestle like the US.
hockey team played in the Olympics, then anything is possible,"
referring to the scrappy style of
play the U.S. hockey team used. He
was not quoted as saying, "If we do
as well as the hockey team did in
the Olympics, then we'll be tough to
beat," which is what Mr. Stoia
claims.
Secondly, Coach Riesen did not
say anything to the idea that a
team's sole purpose is the Injury of
an opposing wrestler. He did say,
"We're going to go over there and
have some fun and knock some people out," referring to "knocking''
people out of tournament brackets,
not physically "knocking a person
out"
Another point I'd like to clarify is
the injury aspect that Mr. Stoia
provided comment on. Wrestling is
second only to football in injury
rates. I can't understand why someone can blame Coach Riesen
when some "stud" wrestler "rips
someone's shoulder out of socket!"
Wrestling is a highly competitive,
contact sport and each wrestler is
aware of the risks involved. I never
heard anyone blame Coach
Weinert for the toe injury to Colin
Irish on the basketball court
For the record, the starting 10
members were the same 10
members who finished the 1960
wrestling season, with the exception of Greg Westhoven, who was
sidelined with a neck fracture.
In conclusion, the only wrestlers

asked to leave were the wrestlers
who only participated when they
felt like it Also, for the public's information, Coach Riesen does not
beat the wrestlers until they are injured and you (Mr. Stoia) are the
only one stating irrelevant quotes.
To Mr. Stoia, if you are going to
watch BG Wresting, please open
your eyes!
Todd Music
318 Rodgers

Goodbye, Mid-Am
Like other students here at Bowling Green who run on a tight budget
and bank at Mid-Am Bank, I was
rather distressed by the announcement I received in the mail concerning checking account policy.
Starting April 1, Mid-Am checking accounts with a monthly

DOONESBURY

minimum balance of less than
$100.00 will have open to them two
options for service charge fees. The
first option is that of paying a flat $5
fee per monthly checking statement while the second option involves a $3 quarterly fee payment
plus 10 cents for every check written.
Big deal you say? Well it is when
a student was paying a $1 monthly
service charge plus 10 cents for
every check written. It is also a big
deal when another part of this plan
calls for no service charges on
checking accounts holding $500 or
more and no charges on accounts of
people who are age 60 and over.
Why the increase a person asks?
Well, that is exactly what I did ask
at Mid-Am and the following were
the reasons given for the increase.
The bank, it was stated, has to
keep up with paper costs, postage

rates and inflation. Also, as service
relations stated, the bank "is a
business and as such we must show
a profit"
It seems to me that Mid-Am will
get them profit at the expense of
the students and that this new
checking policy of theirs could best
be known by a name mentioned in
one of my classes: Mi d-Am' s Screw
the Student Policy.
In conclusion, I do not know what
course of action others may take,
but as for me, give me a fair policy
or say good-bye Mid-Am to my and
hopefully other knowledgeable
students checking accounts.

Michael Rogozinski
Room 239 Williams Hall
Department of Political Science

by Garry Trudeau
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Students find time management
matter of setting priorities, goals

briefs
Stock Market Club to meet

Evening students to register

The Stock Market Club will meet at 7:30 p.m. today in the Faculty Lounge, Union. Plans for the
weekend trip to the Chicago Board of Trade during
spring quarter will be discussed

Spring quarter registration for students who attend classes at the University only after 5 p.m. will
be held today and tomorrow in the Grand Ballroom,
Union. Registration for undergraduate classes will
be held from 5:30-7:30 p.m. and for graduate classes
from 6-7 p.m. both days. At those times, students
can register for classes, pay fees, pick up parking
permits and meet with faculty advisers. For information about registration call the Office of Continuing Education, Regional and Summer Programs
3720181.

Women in Business to meet
Women in Business will meet at 7:30 p.m. today in
116 Business Administration Bldg. Dr. Kathleen
Campbell, assistant professor of home economics at
the University, will speak about integrating career
and family. The meeting is open to all.

Rugby Club plans meeting
The Women's Rugby Club will hold an organizational meeting at 7:30 p.m. today in 105 Business Administration Bldg. for anyone interested in joining.
A slide presentation about the sport will be
presented. For information call Mary at 352-1163.

Exit loan interviews planned
All students with National Defense-Direct Student
Loans, nursing student loans or student development loans who are graduating or leaving the
University after this quarter should contact the loan
collection office at 3724112 to make an appointment
for an exit interview.

DEP tutors available
The Developmental Education Program provides
tutors in chemistry, biology, Spanish, calculus,
math, accounting, business statistics and operations research. To make an appontment with a tutor
call Claudia Viapree at DEP, 372-2766.

Soccer Club will meet
The Women's Soccer Club will meet at 8 p.m. today in 202 Memorial Hall. For information call
Gary Palmisano at 372-2401.

French horn recital planned
Herbert Spencer will present a French hom
recital at 8 p.m today In Bryan Recital Hall,
Musical Arts Center. Spencer will be accompanied
by several faculty members from the College of
Musical Arts and perform selections by Bach,
Duvernoy and others. His performance is free and
public.

Summer camp jobs available
The Toledo Area Boy Scouts of America will interview at the University March 19 for summer camp
positions. Openings include directors for aquatics,
ecology, archery, rifle range and crafts. Interested
students should contact the Student Employment
Office, 460 Student Services Bldg.
•*****•

THE BROTHERS OF

Congratulate Their New Neophytes
Chris Dunster
Al Acheson
David Hainline
Steve Brewer
Al Hilou
Doug Butterfield
Dave Mihelick

V

The University chapter of the American Society
of Personnel Administrators will meet at 8:30 p.m.
today in the Assembly Room, McFall Center. Dick
Nagel, senior partner of Human Resource Group,
an employee relationship consulting firm in Toledo,
will speak about "What it's like in the real world of
personnel administration." The meeting is free and
public.

Lecture on women, labor
"The Working Women's Movement" is the title of
a lecture to be presented at 7:30 p.m. today in the
Capital Room, Union. Elissa Clarke of the Labor
Education and Research Project in Detroit and
Carole Paff of the Teamsters for a Democratic
Union in Detroit will speak about women's role in
the labor movement."With Babies and Banners," a
documentary about women's participation in the
1930s labor movement, will be shown following the
lecture, which is free and public.

Reams fellowships available
Application forms are available for the $1,000
Frazier Reams Fellowships. The program was
established in 1974 in honor of Frazier Reams Sr., a
member of Congress and a University trustee. Up to
five fellowships may be granted to rising seniors
who intend to pursue careers in public affairs, such
as political or government service, journalism,
public health, community service, law, speech communication or broadcasting. A rising senior is a student with a minimum grade point average of 3.2
who will attend the Unviersity for three quarters
during his senior year and will graduate no sooner
than March 1981. Application forms are available in
the Office of the President, McFall Center, and are
due by 5 p.m. April 8.

Investment workshop set
"Money Dynamics" is the title of a two-part
workshop about investment being offered by the
University Center for Continued Learning at 7:30
p.m. today and March 18 at the Center, 194 S. Main
St. Joseph Mascherin, an Investment analyst, will
direct the workshops. Basic investment opportunities and tax guidelines are among the topics to
be discussed. Fee for each workshop is $3. For information or to register call the center at 372-0363.

"I KNOW when my study times
are," he said, "but I leave time
open. The important thing is to be
flexible."
He also makes a monthly
schedule, using classroom
syllabuses to determine his busier
weeks.
Barbara J. Whitford, an RA in
Prout Hall, has a triple major: deaf
education, elementary education
and education of moderately,
severely and profoundly retarded
children. Also, she is president of
the Student Council for Exceptional
Children, a member of the Student
National Educational Association
and a peer counselor for the Program Advisement Office in the College of Education.
.

APPLICATIONS ARE BEING
ACCEPTED FOR

APPLY NOW!

SHRIMPLIN, in setting her
priorities, takes a more peopleoriented approach.
"Freshman and sophomore
years I gained book knowledge, my
junior year I've learned about people. The best experience I'll get I
didn't necessarily gain from
classes," says the Junior social
work major.
Another important aspect of time
management, Feinberg said, is
emotional and physical well-being.
"A student must be in good
physical and emotional health,
which is why I encourage a time
frame for relaxation, sleeping and
eating. A student needs to work at
an optimal level, which comes
about through exercise and good
food," Feinberg said.

"I
try
to
remember that I am
a person first, then a
student and then
comes time for my
extracurricular activities."
"It's called religious faith
because I know I can't do it by
myself," Jacqueline R. Shrimplin
said, referring to how she handles
her schedule. Shrimplin, an RA in
McDonald also is chairman of the
games committee for the Union Activities Organization and is a
ministry leader in Active Christians Today.
"I HAVE to remind myself that,'
hey, you'll get it done. You always
do,'" Shrimplin said.

"I have goals in
mind, which is important not only
weekly or quarterly,
but in the long range
as well."
"I've learned to take turns in giving and to schedule around each
commitment I have also learned to
delegate authority, which cuts
down on my responsibility.
"When a student who is extremely busy comes in to the counseling
center," Feinberg said, "it
becomes a matter of prioritizing. I
ask the student, 'What are your
priorities? What is the main reason
you are at BG? What do you value

EXCELLENT EXPERIENCE
MUST HAVE CAR
GOOD PAY
Apply by March 12 106 UNIVERSITY HALL

DEADLINE IS MARCH 13

V

"I HAVE a time schedule for
each day. I have goals in mind,
which is important not only weekly
or quarterly, but in the long range
as well.
"You have to ask yourself, what
do I really want? she added.
Last year was preparation for
this year's schedule, Whitford said.
She held four Jobs last year and was
on the Chapman/Dunbar
Residence Hall Council.

HE ALSO encourages the use of
the Student Recreation Center.
McGuire said he often goes to the
rec center with students who live in
his dorm in addition to particiapting In one intramural sport each
quarter.
Whitford runs at the center
almost daily.
"If I have time, I swim for a half
hour. The time to myself is so
good."
SHRIMPLIN USES some of her
personal time to attend Tuesday
evening fellowship meetings of
ACT and Sunday morning worship
services.
This (keeping busy) is what
makes me happy. This is how I survive. I thrive off keeping busy. But
part of my personal time is ACT on
Tuesday nights. No matter how
busy I am, I need that time," she
said.
"I am convinced," Feinberg said,
"that if people figure out their
schedules and know these things,
they will be more likely to get more
of the experience. There are places
on campus to which the student can
turn for help."
He suggested workshops sponsored by the center on time
management and stress.

W**»****************»****************************i
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more, your courses or your activities?' "
"I try to remember that I am a
person first, then a student and
then comes time for my extracurricular activities," Whitford
said.

Whitford said it is important to
keep goals in mind.

RESUMES
TYPED
AND PRINTED

BG News Needs
Creative, imaginative,
Ambitious, Dependable
sales people

ALL EDITORIAL POSITIONS
AT THE BG NEWS

Sigma Phi Epsilon

GO SIG EP

Personnel chapter to meet

Time passes: seconds into
minutes, minutes into hours. How a
student manages his time makes a
difference, according to Dr. Steven
Feinberg, a counselor at the
Counseling and Career Development Center.
"When a student comes to me
with time management problems,
the first thing I ask him Is, 'How
are you spending your time?' There
are 168 hours in a week; how is that
being used?' "Feinberg said.
A student is asked to fill out a
schedule, blocking the time he
spends in classes and in other activities.
I encourage students to leave
adequate time for eating and sleeping as well," Feinberg said. "While
the student is filling out the
schedule, I encourage him to pay
attention to free time."
THREE UNIVERSITY students
who involve themselves heavily in
extracurricular activities find
time management a necessity.
Michael McGuire is a senator for
the Student Government Association and a resident adviser for Kohl
Hall. He also participates regularly
in intramural sports.
"I sit down and figure out my
classes. I'm a student first,"
McGuire said. "Next, I'm an RA. I
figure out the times I'll be on desk
duty, in meetings, or making
rounds.
"Then comes SGA meetings,
special committees and projects,
such as Dial-a-Ride, and getting Information, such as petitions to
students.

at noon
THE BG NEWS
106 UNIVERSITY HALL

YOUR COMPLETE ONE STOP PRINTEHI
OMaatPrintlng.Plaitlc Laminating
Complata Typaaattlng Spiral Binding
BluaprinU.... Ruobar Stampa Pholo CoptM
Gathering and Collating
Punching or Drilling Stapling or Win Stitching
Culling and Trimming .Padding. Wadding ImrlUlione

^Our Services Are Many So Give Us A Call^
11'South Main

Bowling Qreen, Ohio
352-5762

GOT A PARTIAL SCHEDULE?

Spring Top Specials

WOMEN'S STUDIES HAS THE ANSWER:
HOME ECONOMICS

4fc
Spring Break

Just in time for

WOMEN'S STUDIES 200

FOUNDATIONS OF MARRIAGE
AND THE FAMILY
7 SECTIONS CAMPBELL

INTRO TO WOMEN'S STUDIES
12:30-2:30 MR 4 HRS
DUBROW 3688

ENGLISH 200

WS300
WOMEN AND RELIGION
10:30-12:30 MW 4 HRS.
MAATMAN 0208

WOMEN AND POPULAR CULTURE
6:30-10:30 W 4 HRS
DUBROW 3734
Embroidered Tees
flowers, snoopy,
anchors owls, etc.
Reg. $17.00
$10.99
Terry tops
long and short sleeves
asst. styles
30% off

String knits
long sleeve-sleeveless
Reg. $16.00 -20.00

PSYCHOLOGY 306

ENGLISH 423

$9.99- 10.99

WOMEN AND MADNESS
6:30-10:30 M 4 HRS
FRICKE 1324

PSYCH OF WOMEN
2:30-4:30 MW 4 HRS
GINORIO 3194

AS 300 ETHNIC STUDIES

PSYCH OF WOMEN
2:30-4:30 TR 4 Hours
BUSAK
3195

WOMEN CROSS CULTURALLY
1:30MTRF4HRS
REMINGTON 0207

Blouses
short and long sleeve
asst. styles
30% off

PSYCHOLOGY 307
HUMAN SEXUALITY
2:30-4:30 MW 4 HRS
RAGUSA 3196

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
300/HOME ECONOMICS 480
CAREER AND FAMILY
2:30 M, 2:30-4:30 W 4 HRS
CAMPBELL 7 Sections

Tuesday Evenings open till 9:00 pm

SOCIOLOGY 361

The Powder Puff

THE FAMILY
5:30-7:30 TR 4 HRS
TOM EH 3390

525 Ridge St
i

EDFI 460
WOMEN'S STUDIES
INVITES YOU TO

GROW

SEX ROLE STEREOTYPING AND
DISCRIMINATION IN EDUCATION
5:30-9:30 R 4 HRS
ROEMER 1102
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"THIS IS a strong organization,
and we'll be able to bounce back,"
he said.
The fraternity fared as well as
could be expected, Colvin said.
The code is so vague that the wording is left to interpretation, and a

different interpretation of hazing
could have resulted in a stricter
penalty, he said.
IFC President Lance Mitchell
said
his
office
would
"wholeheartedly support...the affirmative action program."
The council always has tried to
eliminate any type of hazing, Mitchell said, adding that he believed
the recommendation for the plan
was good and that IFC would comply with it completely.
He refused to comment on the
suspension recommendation, saying that it was not IFC's purpose to
comment on any ruling.

The anti-nuclear movement tried
to solidfy its ranks Saturday by
forming the Ohio Non-Nuclear
Organization, a statewide coalition
made up of 32 groups from 22 cities.

Other provisions ask for a
prohibition of nuclear waste
storage, prohibiting the transportion of nuclear waste through
the state, and guaranteed employment for nuclear workers who
are displaced as a result of the
other provisions.

One result of the first meeting
was a resolution that will be used in
the coalition's lobbying efforts on
the local, state and national levels,
Diane Montagno, a spokesman for
the Bowling Green Citizens for Safe
Energy and its representative at
the meeting, said.
The resolution calls for an immediate halt to all licensing,
construction and operation of nonmedical nuclear facilities in Ohio.

THE RESOLUTIONS will be
given to federal legislators when
the coalition, along with groups
from across the country, meet for
an April 26 coalition march to
Washington, D.C., Montagno said.
Other than the April 26 march,
the state coalition and its members
are planning activities for March
28, the anniversary of the Three
Mile Island nuclear plant accident,
including
demonstrations
in
Toledo, she said.

by Keith Jameson
stall reporter

"An idea is to be demonstrating
in front of the people designing the
plants (Babcock & Wilcox,
designers of the reactors).. .and the
utilities companies," she added.
Montagno noted that some
people are trying to form a national
coalition in attempt to further
solidify the smaller groups'
political impact. The group is
named the Coalition for a NonNuclear World.
MUCH OF the impetus for the
coalition's formation is the need for
local groups to communicate with
each other, she said. Because the
rallies last summer demanded so
much preparation, it became
painfully clear that the different
groups had to set up a communication network, she said.

"Since people started to communicate between groups, some
thought it was the right time (to
establish a coalition)," she said.
Because of this need, the
coalition is planning a newsletter to
be sent to all members and a
mailing list to help ease communication between groups,
Montagno said.
She pointed out that the antinuclear movement has lost some of
its exposure because its activities
were not as visible during the
winter months.
But the formation of the coalition
is a sign that the commitment to
non-nuclear power has not died and
that anti-nuke activities are still
planned for spring and summer,
she said.

Homegrown:
by Diane Rado
stall reporter

Many local high school students
may not travel far in their quest for
a higher education.
Of the estimated 300 students who
graduate from Bowling Green High
School each year, at least 100 come
to the University in the fall, said
Tim Lenahan, college counselor at
the high school.
Lenahan, who has worked at the
school for five years, said, "This 33
percent has become a consistent
trend."
He added, "Bowling Green High
School provides the most students
to the University than any other
"Everytime you repair the single high school."
tracks it gets worse," he said. "A OTHER INSTITUTIONS often
higher grade is built up then before,
which causes cars to drag more chosen by students appear to be the
University of Toledo and Miami,
over the crossings."
Hoffman said the city now can Ohio State, Wittenberg and Ohio
best deal with the poor conditions of Universities, Lenahan said.
the crossings by putting up ad- He said that living in a college
community prompts students to
vance warning signs.
"If people pay attention to the seek a higher education.
"By living in a college town,
signs and don't go over the tracks
at 40 or SO miles per hour, it will students are more programmed to
go to college," he said.
help," he said.

crossings t™,p.-i
"The whole thing is the
weather," said Dick Witley, trainmaster for Conrail. "It has to be
warm out for the blacktop used for
repair to work.
"Even your street department
can tell you they can't do anything
to the streets if it's cold out," he
said.
But even if Conrail begins repair
work in the spring, the situation
wfD not improve, according to Corral.

Statewide anti-nuclear coalition formed

University attracts local high school graduates

from page 1

early to comment on the recommendations because Eakin has not
made a decision.
No plans to appeal the decision
have been made. Barber noted.
Barber did say he thought the
three-week extension to allow the
fraternity to develop its case did
make for a fair hearing.

Resolution drafted for use in lobbying efforts

Fifty-five percent of the high
school's students go to four-year institutions after graduating, while 17
percent attend two-year institutions, he said.
SERENA SOOK YOUNG KIM, a
freshman nursing major at the
University who attended Bowling
Green High School, said she felt
more comfortable about coming to
the University because she lived in
the city.
"I read a lot about the University
during high school, and I even had
activities here," she said.
Kim, who lives in Founders
Quadrangle, said, "My parents
thought it would be good for me to
live on campus rather than at
home. This way I would become
more independent."
Freshman Chuck Biegel agreed
that living in Bowling Green helped
convince him to attend the University.
"IT HELPED because I knew
more people, and I knew where I
was going more," he said.
Biegel, 831 Standish Drive, said,
"I don't think I'm missing anything
by not living in a dorm."

Lenahan also cited finances as a
reason students decide to attend
the University.
"For those who will live at home,
the price is good," he said, "and if
a student's parent is on the University faculty, there is a free
waiver."
HIGH SCHOOL senior Gwen
Stoner said she will most likely attend the University because "my
dad's a physics professor there so I
get my tuition paid."
She added that her parents have
"definitely pointed out the advantages" of attending the University.
High school senior Ann Lineback
said the University probably will be
her college choice.
"My dad's a professor there so
my tuition is free," she said.
"IT'S CONSIDERABLY cheaper
to go to the college if you live here
in town," she added.
William Rock, father of a high
school senior, said finances will not
determine whether his son attends
the University.
He said that if his son chooses a
different college, his grandfather
will pay the difference between

that college's tuition and Bowling
Green's.
However, Rock added, "There's
no question that the financial consideration is an important one to
most families in the area."
LENAHAN SAID another consideration for students is whether
their friends are going to the
University.
Tami Weith, a freshman at the
University and graduate of the high
school, said, "All my friends were
going and my parents graduated
from the University so I knew a lot
of people."
High school senior Sandi Lord
said many of her friends will be attending the University next year,
but she probably will come because
of its program in music, her intended major.
Lenahan said that most high
school students "probably choose
Bowling Green because of the institution itself rather than their major."
"Most (students) are undecided
but think they are decided" when
they graduate from high school, he
said.
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All the pizza and salad you can eat
for only $2.79.

-COtt
Mwtcas
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Kramer
Kramer

Just make your selection from the constant flow of fresh and different
pizzas at the buffet. All you want And. you can make as many trips
to the salad bar as you want. That's how it is
at the Pizza Inn Family Nite Buffet.
Adults $2.79. Kids 10 and under 15< a year. Every Tuesday night
from 5:00 to 900 p.m.

Pizza inn
More than just a
pizza place.

"Coca-Cola" and "Coke" at* iegi*lwcd uademarks whkh loVniifv Ihr •mnr prnAicI ol ftf Coca Cafe Company.
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elsewhere
Colombia vows not to use force
to end occupation of embassy
BOGOTA,
Colombia
(AP)--Colombia's government
pledged not to use force to end the
occupation of the Dominican
Republic Embassy if the lives of
the hostage there were not in
danger, but they appeared yesterday to be laying the groundwork for
an attack if necessary.
On yesterday afternoon the van
that has been used in past
negotiating sessions between the
government and hostages drove to
the usual site and talks were expected to begin. A Foreign Ministry
source had said the fourth round
was set for no later than today.

Streets that had been open near
the embassy were closed off over
the weekend. Two American television networks and The Associated
Press, who had rented temporarily
abandoned apartments in the area,
were ordered by police to be out by
Monday morning.
Troop movement and security
measures were noticeably greater.
There were persistant but unconfirmed reports here that crack antiterrorist units from the United
States, Israel, West Germany and
the Netherlands are in Bogota. U.S.
Ambassador Diego Asencio and
Israel's Ambassador Elishu Barak

are among the approximately two
dozen hostages at the embassy.
Names of West German or Dutch
diplomats have not appeared on
lists of captives.
Sunday, Interior Minister German Zea Hernandez said "the
government has offered, and
thereby pledged the nation's word
of honor, that there will be no
measure of force while the lives of
the hostages are not threatened."
The guerillas stormed the embassy during a diplomatic reception Feb. 27. Their captives include
14 ambassadors or acting ambassadors.

Jewish militants protest inside
office of Carter campaigners
MIAMI (AP) - Seven chanting
members of the militant Jewish
Defense League swarmed into a
campaign office for President
Carter yesterday - one day before
the Florida primary - and swapped
punches with staffers in a protest
over the administration's Middle
East policy.
There were no arrests and no
serious injuries in the incident,
police said. The demonstrators,
who manned telephones while they
were inside the office, were back on
the street when police arrived.
The protesters, six men and one
woman, claimed they took over the
office. A Carter staffer called the
incident "an attempted takeover."
The demonstrators said after the
incident that they didn't want any
more trouble and would focus their
anti-Carter efforts at polling stations during today's presidential
preference primary.

"ANYONE IS better than
Carter," said Bracha Ginzburg,
who passed out a statement attacking the president's Mideast policies
and the U.S. vote for a U.N. Security Council resolution opposing
Israeli settlements in disputed
areas, including Jerusalem. The
White House later said the vote was
a mistake, saying the administration had not been aware Jerusalem
was included in the resolution.
Another protester, Glenn Gottlieb, said the demonstrators
feared what would happen if Carter
were re-elected.
"He can't run for a third term, so
he won't have to answer to anyone
in the next four years," said Gottlieb, whose lip was bloodied in the
scuffle with Carter aides.
"He gave the impression that
he's a God-fearing man, so he
should know better than anyone
else that the land of Israel belongs
to the Jewish people," he added.

MUSICAL THEATRE :
Our Favorites
•
•

7:00 p.m.
Kobacker Auditorium
Musical Arts Center

•
J
•
•
•

Tickets $1.00

General Admission

"It was no takeover," said Kevin
Foley, the Carter campaign's South
Florida coordinator. "It was just a
bunch of jerks who wanted to show
how tough they were and started
throwing punches.

AP photo
What gives the appearance of a crew painting a sky scene on the side of a building is
actually a window-washing crew cleaning the panes of the United Bank Building in
downtown Phoenix Thursday. The reflected clouds are from a storm that passed over the
city.

Who's got the best price
for a car stereo or
a ski weekend?
The AM that
isn't.

Performed by the Collegiates I
Tues. March 11. 1980

RECENT Florida newspaper
polls have shown Carter with a big
lead here over Sen. Edward Kennedy of Massachusetts and California Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr.
The protesters were waiting outside the office, near downtown
Miami, yesterday morning and
went inside when the first staff
member showed up to unlock the
door, Carter worker Susan Vodicka
said. She termed the incident "an
attempted takeover."
She said their loud chants
disrupted business and frightened
senior citizen volunteers in the office. A scuffle broke out when someone suggested they sit down and
talk, she said.

Tuesday,
the soup is on
the chef.
On the chef's salad, that is. Just buy
a small or large chef's salad on
Tuesday from I I a.m. to midnight and get
a FREE CUP OF HOMEMADE SOUP
At Pagliai s
East and South!

One trivia question each day.
Mon Thurs. Call in your
answers on Friday 2-24I8

March
I0-I4

"THE
MOUNTAINS
ARE IN STEREO"

EAST
440 E. Court 352-1596

SOUTH
945 S. Main 352-7571

OPEN AT 11 A M

the
Dixie Electric Co.

UA

WOULD LIKE TO INVITE
DOES ANY REALLY CARE...
ABOUTYOU?

The Precision Haircut
Explained Precisely.
Because your head is unique, the way your hair
grows is equally unique. Really quite different from
every one else's.
Precision haircutting is a technique for cutting
the hair in harmony with the way it grows. Your
hair eventually grows out but it doesn't lose its
shape with a precision haircut. Consequently your
haircut will look as good after five days as it does
after five minutes And because the hair falls
naturally into place you won't have to keep fussing
with it Usually a shake of the head does it
At Command Performance we shampoo,
precision-cut and blow dry your hair for fourteen
dollars, whether you're a gal or a guy. And no
appointments are ever necessary.
We also offer permanent waves, coloring,
frosting and conditioning But we really shine with
precision And so will you

<*onai<i 9erftra»ee!
TM« HAWCUTTINQ PLACK
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BEE GEE CENTER 352-9158
Next to New Rink's at 1660 North Main
WOOOVILLE MALL 693-5333
At Main Entrance across from Fox Theatre
FRANKLIN PARK MALL 472-6438
At SW entrance opposite Ohio Citizens Trust
(10 percent discount for BG students on any
service...and no appointment ever needed!!)

Have you ever been sitting behind that closed door waiting for someone to
knock and walk through wanting to be with you? Or hope that the telephone
will ring and someone's voice calls out your name? How many meals have
you eaten in which your only guest was some star or starlet on TV? Have you
felt as the psalmist David did in Psalm 142:4, "I looked on my right hand and
beheld, but there was no man that would know me; refuge failed me; no
man cared for my soul." When was the last time that you knocked on that
door, or called that friend, or broke bread with the lonely? How often we
have waited for "others" to walk through those doors! We have bided our
time until a "program" was designed to make calls to the lonely! We have
let "meals on wheels" be our substitute for eating with those who are
forgotten! Nearly 2000 years ago the God of the universe demonstrated that
it is not enough to be merely concerned about the lonely-you must get INVOLVED with the lonely! Jesus' mission on earth was centered in the
establishment of "right relationships." Part of this mission obviously was to
be savior for all mankind, the gateway to God. But this aspect was to only be
on entrance into a much larger relationship with God-that of Lord. It is easy
to accept Christ as savior or rescurer, but much more effort is required to
accept Him as Lord or Master. To have Him as Lord means unadulterated
allegiance to Christ. No other person, no matter how upstanding or faithful
that person is in following Christ, should ever be allowed to take Christ's
place as one's Lord. All of man's relationships should continually find their
source, not in any pulpit or person, but rather in Christ. Jesus became man
and got so involved with those in need that He not only gave up His valuable
time and skills, but even His more valuable LIFE! Can or should we give
any less? Anything less than a total committment to you would be unacceptable and idolotrous! Where does your committment lie? Does anyone
really care....God DOES! (John 3:16)
DOES ANYONE REALLY CARE ABOUT GOD? John Beach, 127 N. Church
St. No. 1, PO Box 404, Bowling Green, O.

YOU
DIXIE ST. PATTY'S
DA Y PARTY
TO THE

Saturday, March 15th
Bring your 4 leaf clovers and we'll supply the
Leprechauns, Blarney Stone , Green Beer &

PLENTY OF FUN!!!
We'll be looking for the person with
Most Irish Spirit and they will

WIN A
LAS VEGAS VACATION FOR 2!!I
So dress the part of an Irishman A
Don't Miss The Best Party in Town!
J/0

Doors Open 8 p.m.
874-8649
Located on Rt. 25 North of B.G.
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classified
LOST * FOUND
LOW Mt ol Uyi In Math Sci Nog
Beward. Linda, M*»l,
LOST prescription glass*! *t
Howards Rich Reward. Call
1**K
Found M . tan. well-trained German Shepherd, approx. I yr. old.
med size Found near Wood Ctv
'y airport, OT 21?jL
RIOES
Ride needed to Rochester NY
20th or 21st. will help with gas &
tout. Call Sue 2 «9to. _____
SERVICES OFFERED
LYRIC AUTO Import service
Specializing In VW's. Sam* Day
Service or by appt. 12593 Kramer
Rd. 352 7031.
Same Day Typesetting Service
On Most Jobs. Bring us Your
Forms. Programs, Bulletins,
Reports, indexes. Manuals *•
Resumes
41 Type Faces
Available Call The Flatlands
Sound Machine has music for
every type ot party. Auditions
available In our studio. Call
Larry M2 1007.
Pregnancy Aid*. Understanding
EMPA. 352 5851 4217 4*3?
U8S81L
Birth control, test for pregnancy,
VD, early abortion at Toledo
Medical Services. Call(419)
243 3179 for an appt.
EASY
EXTRA
INCOMEI
S500/1000 Stuffing envelopes
Guaranteed Sand self addressed,
stamped envelope To: DEXTER
ENTERPRISES 303? Shrine PI.
tA,CA 90007.
rlHSONrMt
Appearing at Sub Me Quick
every Sat. night 9pm to lam RON
CONNER 4 Ms guitar. No cover.
HAPPY HAPPY Hours 5pm to
ZfiDl
Dear T.J., Happy 1 year balcony
ennlversaryl Cheers to bologna
«.
cottage
cheeiell
|_,Y. (-A.B.S.A.A.F,
Ferd, you may be 3rd In their
eyes, but you're still number one
In mine I Love a, Congrats. Face.
DEBBIE, YOU ARE THE BEST
B.F.O.W
THAT ANY GUY
COULD EVER WANT. HAPPY
ItTH BIRTHDAY. LOVE.

ones,
Don't let old man winter get you
down. Come on uptown to Sub
Me-Quick i. let us put a little sunshine In your life. Happy Happy
hours 5pm 7pm every Thur.. Frl.
»Sat.
Hey roomles-Carla, Katie,
Michelle-We may not be roomies
forever but we will always be
friends. Gonna miss yal Love,

Bum

„

Customized T Shirts, lerseys *,
sportswear Group rates for date
parties, hall parties, fraternity &
sorority. Low Cost. Fast
Delivery. Call Tim at 352 5471.
Sisters of Delta Zeta: BGSU was
extra special because of all of
you. Keep the Spirit, keep smiling V Best of Luck. DZ Love,

saxm

Tuesdays best buy at SubMe
Quick 2 Marathon subs tor S4.7S
served from 11:30 am. Delivery
startsat 4:30nm
Dear T.J . Claudia & Julie.
Thank you all for being the best
littles possible! Have a wonder
ful time during break, see you
soon! Love always, 'Woof".
Is Phreddle Phalcon ready?
Is Phreddle Phalcon ready?
l» Phreddle Phalcon ready?
B**r delivery from Sub Me
Quick U3 E Woosler lor details
DGG You *re 4 always will be
the Dest bifl ever1 Love, PMK
The State Basketball Tourna
ment for the Mentally Retarded
will be held at BGSU this yearl 11
March 2»th & March 2»th Be
TUfTtJ
Every Thurs., Fri. & Sat at SubMeQuIck Happy Happy Hours
5om 7pm 143 E. WooHf.
Tarrl. to the best friend & roomie
a person could have! May you
have a Fantastic Day! Love.
Munchkln.
RESUME
TYPESETTING
lllMM
BURRITOS-NOW at sub Me
QiUcH. .W cants aach l/tl.SQ.
Th*
WFAL
Sound
System ...heard at Happy Hours
BaJ.your lavorite parties.
SSTOP Dollar paid tor gold class
rlngstl. Call Steve 373-1*04 or

SltHlHllt HHHf,
The BO Basketball Team-Thenks
for a terrific exciting season. BG
cheerleaders.
P j H I'll mm yal Good luck
finding a lob ft an address. Have
a good llfel Your shop tvptit.
The sisters of Delta Gamma wish
to invite all Interested women to
our pre rush party on Wod. Mar.
12 from 7-rom.
Mary-congrafs on your Phi CeltChi O lavallenng ft for all the
help ft support you've given me
ln_the j>a_st. Love. Sally.
Congratulations to JULIE
BREHM for winning the Meal
Coupon Raffle sponsored by the
Oorpptplogy Association.
The Mountains Are In Stereo.
March 10 14 Answer our trivia
questions ft win with SFAL.
Timothy Michael Although we'll
be even farther apart, you'll be
lust as close to me In my heart.
You deserve a vacation, so enloy
Myrtle Beach. Always yours with
love, KrUtln*.
Debbie Kalfei
Debbie Kalfei
Debbie Kalfez
HOPPV 'rth LQVt. vrw
DELTS THINK GREENI See
you Thursday. Lll Slsses.
To my newly active roommate ft
all my friends going south lust
remember: Go for the sun. sand
ft salt. And to my fellow P.K.F.
members, get psyched for Spring
pre**;-Love. Krlssv Sue.
SAEISAEISAEISAEISAEISAEI
ALPHA PHIIIIALPHA PHIIII
SIOMA ALPHA PHIIIIIIIIII
FRIDAYII FRIDAYII FRIDAY,
WANTSP
1 or 2 F. rmfes Spr. Qtr. $75 mo.

.* I.H.

F. rmte. forSpr. Otr. Ownbdrm
utll. includ. $n mo. 152 Mat
3 F. rmfes. for Sum. qtr. 4bdrm.
house I blk from campus. Call
Pat at 372 5WS.
1 •>. rmte. needed lor Spr. Otr.
University Village Apts. Please
call 352 2W3.
RESUME
TYPESETTING

unsn,
1 or 2 rmtes. for so si 2 Bdrm.
fum. apt. All utll. Includ. except.
lac Call JeaatjS2-7MI.
M rmte. for Spr. Absolutely no
utii!! S100 mo. ft close to campus
152-7*23.
1F. rmtes. to sublet apt. Spr. Otr.
Close to campus. Call Deb
372 37*2,
I F. rmte. Close to campus. >90
ma. Second It. Call M4-HM.
1 F. rmte. needed to suMs. apt for
Spr. Otr. For more into. Call

in-im.
1 F rmte. needed Spr. Otr. Close
to campus. 5294 qtr. includ. utll.

wi iimw,

Top of house to Sub-Is. for Spr.
qtr. Looking for 1 rmte. or someone to takeover. 2 bdrm*., up
town location, OJ'/i Church.
WHOM.
I or 2 M. rmte. needed for Spr.
Otr. Own bdrm.. heat ft air pd.
UtlTJL
F. needs apt. Spr. Otr. only.
Prefer I bdrm. efflc. Will share
apt. It single rm. Is avail. Call
372 5*M alter 4:30, Becky.
F. rmt*. to share apt. for S0-I1
school yr. I blk. from campus.
Call Clndv MH4SI.
HELP WANTED
RESUME
TYPESETTING

~

Victoria Station. Cocktail help
wanted. Must be 21. 193-070*.
Babysitting In my home. 12 noon
3:30pm. Mon. -Frl. Close to cam
PUS. 3520795. am'*or om't,
Wallers or waitresses. Must be
able to start Immediately. Apply
In per ion. Corner Kitchen 113 S.
Main.
COUNSELORS:
CAMP
WAZIYATAH FOR GIRLS,
HARRISCN, MAINE. OPENINGS. Terms (varsity or skilled
players); Swimming (WSI),
Boating, Canoeing, Sailing;
Waterskllng; Gymnastics; Archery; Team Sports; Art* ft
Crafts; Theatre Director
(mu»lcal»>, Pianist; Pioneering
ft Trips; Secretary. Season: June
21 to August 21. Write
(ENCLOSE DETAILS AS TO
YOUR SKILLS, ETC) Director.
Box 153, Great Neck, NY 11022.
Telephone: 516 «52 «323 FACULTY INQUIRIES INVITED RE
DEPT. HEAD POSITIONS IN
ABOVE ACTIVITIES.
LOOKING FOR WORK OVER
SPRING BREAK OR SPRING
QUARTER? Dixie Elec. Co.
needs waitresses, waiter, barmaids, bartenders. No experience necessary. Also, a
limited number of miscellaneous
positions available. Must be 18 or
over. Dixie Is looking for neat, attractive people to fill these pos

The children of
Cambodia 800-243-5075

FOR SALE_
AM FM
stereo
receiver,
speakers. Gerrard turntable, 150.
Call 35203*3.
'71 Delta, dependable, runs well,
good tires, recent tune up, S3S0.
call 354 1453.
Pentax ME body, lens, case ft
flash. Excell. cond. MUST
SELLIII Call 352-5*70 after 5om,
Advertise Your Unwanted Items
For Free In The Flatlands
Trader Newspaper. Pay A Commission Only If Your Item Sells.
Call 352-35J9. 75,000 readers
WeekjYjJ
Don't have enough In your room I
Loft lor sale Inquire at 372-39*3.
Leaving this Quarter.
'73 AMC Ambassador. Call
152-2*14 after torn. MO*.
Yamaha YP-04 turntable.
Yamaha CA4I0 amplifier, Grado
F3E cartridge, Gustorl 1410
cabinet, Yamaha TC-no deck,
disc washer system, 2 Infinity
1,000 speeders. All amo. old.
153-0055 days. 132-152* night*._ _
FREE PUPSi Torroodles. 2 F., I
M. 111-M14 attar awn.
vacumn cleaners. Hoover Portapower with attach. 115. Hoover
upright 110. Call 152-2114 after

torn,
FOR BINT
1 bdrm. apt. near campus. 611 N.
Main. J150 mo. plus utll. Spr. ft
Sum., avail, now. Call Gary

Mtaa

Wlffl

ENDANGERED

tions on a full or pt time basis.
Good working conditions with
fantasltic pay. Apply In person
Mon. Sat; 1:00 midnight
call»74 ***» for appointment. 2S4
gi Dixie Hgwy _. Perrysburg, Oh

Urrfurn. efflc. for subls. 1205 mo.
utll. pd. Avail, immod. If in
forested call 352 *142, Glenn.
Now leasing SUMMER APTS.
CAII ALBERT NEWLOVE

IM_
Summer, 521 E. Merry near Of
fhr. Twr.'s2bdrm., furn. MOO for
entire sum. Call John Newlove
Real Estate 352 *553
Room for rent In home of faculty
person. Summer, Fall, Wtr. ft
Spr. Meal* avail., rat**
negotiable. Call 352-0949.
Attention Grad Students: Cozy,
energy efficient efficiency apts.
with attic Borage, built-in book
cases, shag carpet, fabriccovered sound controlled walls,
short term leases avail., reduced
security
deposits call now
3520590. South on Main behind L
fcK,
3 bdrm. hse avail. Sept. 15. VjWk.
from campus. Dishwasher, very
clean. Call after 5om 352-0316.
Campus Manor now renting for
summer. Special Rates. A/C. Ph.
352 9302 or 352-71*5 eves.
I bdrm. lum. apt. tor Spr Qtr. 2
blks. from campus. Call 352 0329.
NEWLOVE APARTMENTS Ml
Sixth St. 2 bdrm. house. S2B0 mo.

o|u» an will, 35,-siM,
•31 7th St. Sllverwood Bldg. Summer or Fell, 2 bdrm. furn. apts.
Reasonable rates. John Newlove
Real Est*

Ex-presidential advisors say wage
and price controls won't work
LIBERALS Arthur Okun and
Walter Heller endorsed a reduction
in Social Security taxes. Conservative Paul McCraken left open the
door to an income tax cut to offset
the effects of inflation on taxes.
The economists testified before
the Senate Banking Committee as
Carter's economic and budget advisers continued closed-door sessions with congressional leaders.
They are trying to agree on a
package of spending cuts that is expected to become a part of Carter's
anti-inflation proposal this week or
next.
There is general agreement
among economists that even if Congress succeeds in slashing $20
billion from Carter's proposed
$616-billion budget for 1981, that
would reduce the current
18-percent annual rate of inflation
by only one-third to two-thirds of a
percentage point.

However, those who favor reductions say that more important is the
psychological impact of announcing that the federal government
means to hold down spending.
ALICE RIVLIN, director of the
Congressional Budget Office, in
testimony before the House Budget
Committee, expressed skepticism
about the effects of budget cuts but
conceded, "We are in a very extraordinary situation in which symbols are important."
Stein and five others who chaired
the Council of Economic Advisers
during the 1960's and 1970's, agreed
generally that federal spending
should be cut, that the Federal
Reserve Board should reduce the
growth of credit and the money
supply, that the government must
act to reduce the spiral of wages
and prices, and that tax incentives
must be provided business to increase worker output

Glenn: Controls only partial cure
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Temporary imposition of
wage and price controls might be useful as a prelude to
implementing a more extensive solution for the nation's economic woes, U.S. Sea John H. Glen said
yesterday.
"I'm not for wage and price controls at this time,"
the Ohio Democrat said after formally declaring his
intention to seel election in November to a second, sixyear term.
But the controls might be used for six months to one
year until "an economic package" to deal with doubledigit inflation could take hold, he told an Impromptu
press conference following his candidacy announcement
^^_

HARBOR
TRADING CO.
13824 LoPloisanco Rd.

NOW RENTING!
Grecnview \pb>.

BOLLES HARBOR
MONROE. Ml.

352-1195
Summer cv I-'all

Hours by appt. only
Evening* S Weekends

Pool & Party

WEAVING LOOMS

Hniiiii

«.(. GreWnaer
Phone (313)242 3*08

f

He blamed "runaway consumer credit that has occurred" in recent years and skyrocketing energy costs
for the inflationary spiral.
ENERGY-RELATED price increases are responsible for up to 60 percent of the inflationary problem, he
contended.
Glenn called inflation, energy and confrontations
with the Soviet Union the "great national crisis issues
that are emerging for the 1980's."
"We are, indeed, in a crisis of national security," he
said.
The United States must match the "monstrous"
buildup in Soviet military strength that has occurred
in recent years, Glenn said, especially after the Soviet
move into Afghanistan and the threat posed to the oilrich Persian Gulf region.
"We can no longer have the luxury of sticking with
the military level we've had for years while the Soviets
have been building," be said.
"We cannot afford, as I see lit to let them build their
military power beyond ours."
But the superpowers are not yet "back into a cold
war situation" as a result of deteriorating relations, he
said.
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LEASE NOW
for Best Selection
Luther III Apartments

733-755-777
ManviHe Ave.
2 Bedrooms
1 V» Baths
9 Month Lease $280 per month
BEDROOM
10' «V I 13'

t Save the
Children,

Support our
advertisers

ing balance the budget by imposing
a stiff tax on gasoline.

WASHINGTON (AP)^Six former
chief economic advisers to four
presidents testified yesterday that
mandatory government controls
on wages and prices are not the
solution for today's inflation.
Herbert Stein, chairman of the
Council of Economic Advisers during the Nixon administration-when
controls were last used-said:
"Anyone who is old enough to have
lived through the experience of
1971-74 and still believes in controls
is beyond my powers of persuasion."
The six economists found
themselves in agreement with
Carter, who has vowed repeatedly
that he would not impose controls.
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, Carter's
chief opponent for the Democratic
presidential nomination, has endorsed controls.
The six were not so sure what
sould be done to whip inflation.
Their recommendations ranged
from tax rewards for workers who
hold down wage demands, to help-

IE

SPRING BREAK
THE FALCONS NEST
IN THE UNIVERSITY UNION

WILL BE OPEN
9:30 A.M. - 3:30 P.M.
MON. - FRI.

»
BEDBOOM
10'6* i 13'
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352-3538

LIVING ROOM
13' i 16'

?
MODEL OPEN 5:30-6:30 BY APPOINTMENT

Pendleton Realty Company
353-3641

Complete Service for Imported
and Small Domestic Cars

The Resume Machine
Resume Typesetting

Expert
Foreign Car
Tfr* ifi-1
Repairs
When you need top Imported or American c«r
care, trust It to u*. We'll handle It quickly,
efficiently, and economically!

SPENCER AUTO SERVICE
Phons 353-0171
420 Clough St.

Lenten Special
Same Day Service
Often Available -Phone First

35Z-703I
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Frazier Reams
Fellowships

Monday thru Saturday

Only *2"

Application* are now being accepted (or the 1979-80
Frazier Reams Fellowships, worth 11,000 each toward
tuition, fees, room and board. Fellowships recognize
student eicellence and commitment to career* in public
affair* (speech communication and broadcasting. Journalism, political or governmental service, public health,
community service, law or some other public affair*
field). Candidate* must be "rising seniors." A rising
senior Is a student with a mmimmum GAP of 3.2 who will
attend BGSU for three quarters during the senior year and
who will graduate no sooner than Man*. i*ei

Hour*: Mon.-Sat. 7-7:30
Sunday 9-S

APPLICATION FORMS available from the Office ol the
President, ieeo*d fleer, M cFall Center.

Fish Dinner
• Salad Bar
• Choice of 5 potatoes

Mechanical pencil fans are
all shook-up over the Pilot
"ShakerMandNE0-Xlead.
Jus! shake Ihe'Shaker* out comes a sliding protective
sieeve then the lead' Want more lead' Shake it again*
That's an it lakes lo advance the lead m thrs beautiful.
%b 96 mechanical pencil And it comes with the
famous P'k)t 2 year unconditional guarantee
Chan iheres our eitra strength NE0-X lead We've proven it's the
sifrf>B«-,i lead <n the world Comes m four diameters and various degrees
to M an nvf larval pencils The 'Shaker' mechanical Pencil and NEO-X lead
S'"*t»- 1 w '1 kt h if nil < MM out great m the end

Every Night 4 to 7:30

Bowling Green, OH

DEADLINE for submission of application forms and all
bMOP HOUtS #00*30 M F
,*»9Si KRAMCff ROAD
BOWllWO U4ffCCN.OHtO

supporting materials is 5 p.m. TucKtay. April a
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Don't wrestle with 'armed'granny
Bridge painting days over for
Olympic hockey captain Eruzione
CINCINNATI (API-United States
Olympic team captain Mike
Eruzione laughingly admits that
his bridge painting days are
probably behind him now.
That's what he did during
summers while attending Boston
University.
"I remember thinking there
must be a better way to make a
living," Eruzione recalled
yesterday in
a conference
telephone call from Miami.
Since he and his teammates won
the gold medal at the recent
Olylmpic Games, Eruzione has
found all kinds of better ways to
make a living.
The latest way came when ONTV, Cincinnati's subscription
television service, announced that
Eruzione would be serving as a
television analyst for Saturday's
Central Collegeiate Hockey
Association championship game.
"THIS IS a new kind of venture
for me. I'm curious how it is going
to come out," Eruzione said.
Eruzione has been spending a
lot of time on the other side of the
microphone since he played on the

been a person to set goals.
Basically I want to stay as happy
as I am now and take things as they
come."

hockey team that beat the
Russians.
He said he's had offers from a
variety of talk show hosts and
never-ending requests for interviews and appearances.
The last couple of days he's
been speaking in Miami to groups
from IBM, trying during brief talks
to describe what he feels about the
Olympic victory and relate it to
their own business experience.
"I NEVER realized the impact
that the victory had on people,"
Eruzione said. "People from all
over the country are down here and
they all have the same feelings.
They come up to me with tears in
their eyes and say how proud they
are to be an American and how
much this meant to them."
It seems like opportunity has
been knocking at every door
Eruzione approaches.
He's gotten offers for product
promotions. He's had coaching
offers. He's even been asked about
his own political beliefs. The only
thing he's ruled out is playing in the
National Hockey League.
"I'm just taking it from day-today," Eruzione said. "I've never

THINGS ARE still hectic foi
Eruzione.
"People who come over to our
house think there's been a death in
the family because there are so
many flowers," Eruzione said.
"The telephone still never stops
ringing.
"My friends can't get over it. I
was at a basketball game with a
friend and they announced I was
there and they gave me a standing
ovation.
"My friend just looked at me|
and couldn't believe it."
Eruzione can't quite believe it]
himself, but he is having a good
time and trying to stand up to the
pace which is taking him coast-tocoast within the next two weeks
"Everyone wants to see me right
now," he said.
In between all the appearances]
Eruzione Saturday is going to try
his hand at broadcasting.
"If it doesn't work out, I canl
always go back to painting
bridges," he said.

sports briefs.
NASL stable
NEW YORK (AP) - Nineteen of
the North American Soccer
League's 24 member clubs have
made a firm commitment to the
league's 1960-61 indoor season, it
was announced yesterday.
"It is anticipated that at least 20
teams will participate in NASL
Indoor next year," said Commissioner Phil Woosnam. "Some of
the five which have not committed at this point are presently
engaged in negotiations with indoor facilities for suitable dates.
Those five - Houston, New York,

Philadelphia, Rochester and
Washington - have until April 9 to
make their final decision.

two-day meeting here that when
the Olympic Games take place,
international track and field
meets in a country not taking part
in the Olympic Games will not be
sanctioned by the IAAF.
This was a clear reference to
suggestions that the United States
organize a alternative Olympics
to punish the S oviets for their
military intervention in
Afghanistan.
The 162-member IAAF,
supreme body on all decisions
about amateur athletics, said the
decision to hold the Olympic
Games lies exclusively with the
International Olympic Committee.

IAAF will not sanction
alternative Games
PARIS (AP) - The International Amateur Athletic Federation announced yesterday it would
withhold approval from any
athletic meets organized to coincide with the 1980 Summer Olympic Games in Moscow as part of a
boycott over Afghanistan.
The IB-member council of the
IAAF said after the first day of a

MASON, Ohio (AP) - Beware of
Alene Motz. She's one 5-foot-2,
38-year-old grandmother it doesn't
pay to mess around with.
Especially when it comes to arm
wrestling.
She said sometimes "one of those
big football player types from the
university" will challenge her.
"I always warn them that I am in
training. But they still think they
can take me," she said. "Well,
when I slam them, they get slightly
embarrassed, especially if there's
a girl around."
If those guys had seen Mrs. Motz'
trophy case, they would know better than to challenge her.
She won top honors in competitions in 16 states last time she
entered national competitions. And
she was also ruimerup in the
women's division of the world arm
wrestling championship.
AND MRS. Motz believes there
are even brighter things ahead of
her this year.

DORTMUND, West Germany
(AP) - Olympic champion Robin
Counsins of Britain has received a
boost in his quest for the men's
world figure skating title with a
surprise withdrawal of Soviet star
Vladimir Kovalev.
Kovalev, the 27-year-old defending champion, had abandoned the
Winter Olympics last month after
finishing fifth in the opening eompulsories - a section in which he excelled while winning the 1977 and
1979 world titles.
The dark-haired Russian had
been expected to compete in the
opening compulsories this morning
against the British star, but Soviet
team officials said Kovalev stayed
home in Moscow because of an illness which they did not describe.
IT WAS the second surprise
withdrawal by the Soviet team in
the four-event championships
lasting through next Saturday.
Olympic pairs' gold medalists
Irena Rodnina and her husband
Alexander Zaitsev said Sunday
they were pulling out because she

WOMEN.
YOU'RE
EQUAL IN
THE AIR
FORCE.

Furnished Apt.
9 mo. lease $325.00
including gas heat

About 120 skaters from 23 countries, including four entrants from
China, in its world figure skating

Cousins, 22, a majestic stylist,
defeated Kovalev in January to win
the European title, his first international crown.

,im notes—
Entry forms for the allcampus swimming meet and
indoor relays are due today in
the IM office, 201 Memorial
Hall.
The relays will be tomorrow at
7 p.m. in the Men's gym, while
the swimming meet will be
Thursday., March 13 at 4 p.m. in
Cooper Pool.
Pi Kappa Alpha defeated the

par month

Contact th»
D*pt. of Aerospace Studies

ROTC

Dave Foos and Chuck Dudek
won the all-campus racquetball
doubles title defeating Greg
Smith and Pete Perry in the

Jinafe

presents

The Playground

TANNING CENTER

Harmon Watson

ot

March 10-12 and 14, 1980

HAIR UNLIMITED

8:00 p.m.

Joe E. Brown Theatre
Tickets at the' Door
50*

143 W. Wooster

Coll 353-3281
or 352-4113 for details
CO

Go'ewoy to o greot way of life.

Sigma Chi won the fraternity
basketball title with a 31-23
victory over the Pikes.

PELTS DELTS DELTS DELTS DELTS DELTS DELTS DELTS DELTS PELTS

3534093

319 E.WOOSTER STREET
PHONE 353-3641

Delts, 2-1, to win the handball
title last week.

Third World Theatre

Bowling Green's
ONLY

Women start out on ihe urn footing as men in A» FOlCff
ROTC Women wear the s,»me insignia and hold the same
cadet position, in AFRO IT |u.t ,is they do later on a> Air
Force offtMH
I ■ iht Mm AFROTC icholanhlp can bi voun M I
woman II vou quality you can have youi tuition book costs
and lab lm paid t>v the A* Fact, and receive $100 a month
loi other expenses It heips free you *0 concentrate on your
education And that's important
A- an AirFoKeoflker vooll be eupti ltd I
mg and education and be a leader managing people anil
complex svtlenis Voull bt handed executive te.|M>nsibili(v
-t.irnny with VMII dr>l |ol>
It s .1 ijre.H u.u. to In- CQual -»nd .1 qtejt «av t" MlVff your
nHmln. Huik HMD tlie AIKOTC program al your campus
He Hit i» ask a(w»ui ArROTC ichcAinlm» - you may iv
lielpiiuj v<>ur-eH earn an enutinq ■ *-* lit.-n.lf

164 M«morbl Hall
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PROUDLY ANNOUNCES ITS NEW OFFICERS
CO
AND COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN FOR 1980-81
OFFICERS:
o
President
Dick Ulrich
m
LU
Vice President
Q
Jeff Horten
Treasurer
Jeff Darkow
CO
Corresponding Secretary
Bruce Johnson
o
Recording Secretary
Paul Lynn
LU
m
House Guide
Al McConnell
Q
Sargent at Arms
Bart Latessa
CO
CO
Public Relations
Gregg Martin
House Manager
Drew Patterson
D
Hi
m
Q
CHAIRMAN:
Alumni
CO
Kerry Wargo
Athletic
Mark Wilken
LU
Brotherhood
o
Tracy
Harpster
Q
m
Entertainment
Bret Kunar
IFC Rep
CO
Jeff Weaver
CO
Internal Affairs
Pat Jacoby
LU
Lie sis
Chris
Gossard
a
o
Recreation
Bart Latessa
Rush
CO
Al McConnell & Mike Rauch
|
Scholarship
CO
John Tortorella
LU
Senior Committee
Geoff Fedurek
Q
Social
o
Bob Grunt
m
Special Events Exterior
Doug Wiles
Special Events Interior
Craig Leidheiser
CO
LU
a
AND
D
WE WOULD LIKE TO THANK LAST YEARS OFFICERS & CHAIRMEN
m
CO
FOR A JOB MEDIUM RARE
LU
CO
SPECIAL MENTION FOR SPORTSMAN OF THE YEAR
Q
ENRICO ANGELO VARICCHIO
DELTS DELTS UfcLTS DELTS DELTS DELTS PELTS PELTS PELTS PELTS
Q

S

HAIR
STYLING
We take the time
to design a style
that suits your
lifestyle, face and
overall look. Call
today for your
consultation.

s

Judy, Denise and
Kathy now accepting
new clients.
HOURS
Mon.-Thurs. 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Friday 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Saturday 9 am - 2 pm

debut, are competing in the championships at the Westphalian hall in
this Ruhr district city.
Without the top Soviets and
Americans in the running, most of
the excitement has disappeared
from the pairs event which begins
this evening with a short program.

Now Opening

forest apartments

UJ JJ

Mrs. Motz said that for her, arm
wrestling is about 75 percent
psychological and 25 percent
physical.
"The main thing is you have to be
a winner," she said.
She doesn't think that there's
anything unladylike about what
she's doing either.
"Heck, arm wrestling isn't any
more unladylike than throwing a
black ball down an alley, or slapping a little ball around with a
stick," she said. "You can be involved in a physical sport like this,
and still keep your femininity."

suffered an injury to her left
shoulder in training in Moscow.
Their chief rivals and defending
champions Tai Babilonia and Randy Gardner of the United States
withdrew last week because Gardner's groin injury, which kept the
pair out of the Olympics, has not
yet healed.

Tan Without the Sun!!

^
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mother last December, said she
first became interested in arm
wrestling when she accompanied
her husband to competitions.
"What really piqued my interest
was when some pushy woman said
pretty loud, 'There ain't no broad
alive who can beat me at this,'" she
said.

Defending champ withdraws

WALK a little SAVE a lot

KJ NopoUon Hood
KmUntOnmi.OHoaMn

"I have trained hard for this
season," she said. "No woman has
ever won two national competitions. But there are five of them
this year, and I plan to win them
all."
Her husband, Dave, himself a
championship arm wrestler, trains
his wife and drives her around the
nation to various competitions
every weekend.
He's taken himself out of all competition temporarily to help his
wife achieve her goal.
"This is Alene's year," he said.
"In the annals of women's arm
wrestling competitions, I think they
will throw away the record books
after she is done."
Mrs. Motz trains several days a
week at a tavern in nearby Cincinnati.
"I ALWAYS have men for my
competitors," she said. "I can't
find a woman with enough strength
to give me any good competitions."
Mrs. Motz, who became a grand-

YOU SCORE ON SAVINGS
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ARRANGEMENT
123 E. Court
352-4101
Appointments not always necessary.
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Quality perms that hold the
style-line beautifully,
win points in (ashion.
Complimentary coaching by
our hair-pros
HAIR
* BEAUTY SALON
2nd Floor/352-5615/Charge It!

25% SAVINGS
Hair-cut not included
Special Runs March 10-15
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sports
Eastern wins MAC swimming, diving title; BG fifth
by Pal Kennedy
staff reporter

The ending of the Mid-American
Conference swimming and diving
championships was like the moral
of an Aesop's fable - slow and
steady wins the race.
Eastern Michigan captured two
events and utilized its depth to offset Western Michigan's nine firstplace finishes and first-round lead
to capture the 1980 MAC crown last
weekend at Cooper Pool.
WMU finished second with 2834
points, followed by Miami (253),
Kent State (246), Bowling Green
(227), Ohio (183%), Central
Michigan (155), Ball State (116),
Toledo (88) and Northern Illinois
(28).
THE MEET had a pair of triple
winners, seven new MAC records,
two national qualifers and a Falcon
named as the conference's outstanding diver.
Western Michigan's Tom
Slocum, named the outstanding
swimmer of the meet, qualified for
the NCAA meet with a time of
15:35.09 in the 1,650-yard freestyle.
That time broke the 15:45.44 mark
set in 1978 by Central Michigan's
Jeff Diekma.

BG freshman Matt Lenharl reacts to his fourth-place finish In the
50-yard freestyle in the MidAmerican Conference swimming and
diving championships in Cooper Pool.

thing," Koester said. "I thought I
might have had first, (in the threemeter), but I needed three more
points."
KENT STATE, the defending
champion, captured two first
places, both MAC records, and
Western also set another conference mark.
Kent's Phil Marson's mark of
: 52.66 set by Flash Chris Atwater
and the KSU 400 medley relay team
of Marson, Chris Hammeren, Jeff
Leonard and Dave Back broke the
1978 Eastern Michigan mark of
3:30.67 with a time of 3:29.07.

In addition, Slocum's time of
4:07.46 in the 400 individual medley
broke the 1976 mark of 4.10.36, set
by Kent State's Thorn Stolkey. He
also captured the 500 freestyle with
a time of 4:31.8.
Bronco teammate Mike Schmitz,
named the meet's outstanding
senior swimmer, repeated his performance from last year in the 200
individual medley with a time of
1:54.7. The 200 IM time broke the
mark of 1:56.89 set in 1976 by Jeff
Treisch of KSU. Schmitz also captured the 200 freestyle with a time
of 1:41.5 and the 100 freestyle with a
time of .46.5.

Miami's Mike Gorham took the
200 breastroke with a time of
2:08.17, Toledo's Nick Daudelin
captured the 50 freestyle with a
time of :21.38, and Ohio's Ola
Gjortz took the title in the 100
breaststoke in :58.2.

MIAMI'S BOB Walter also
qualified for nationals and
repeated in the 100 butterfly with a
time of :49.4. (That time broke the
mark of : 50.89 set in 1978 by Ian
McPherson of Miami.)

Eastern's depth carried the
Hurons as an EMU swimmer
scored in every event.
Huron wins included Jeff Romig
(200 backstroke) and Jay Jones
(200 butterfly).

Bowling Green's sole championship came in the one-meter diving
event as freshman Phil Koester
outpointed Jeff Meckstroth of Ohio
444.45 to 426.6. Combined with his
second-place performance in the
three-meter, where Greg Perry
(401.12) of Western decisioned
Koester (398.25) and Reagan
Minser (390.2), Koester was named
the outstanding diver of the meet.
"I like that outstanding diver

EMU COACH Mike Jones said
the key was "quality depth in the
strokes."

WMU'S 400 freestyle relay team
of Slocum, Schmitz, Dan Page, and
Tony Ellett broke the 1977 Kent
State mark of 3:08.17 with a time of
3:06.07. The same foursome also
captured the 800 freestyle (6:52.3).

"We had two freestylers in the
meet who scored in the championship," the MAC coach of the year
said, "and one other freestyler who
scored 11th I think swimming is a
freestyle game.
"We were scoring two or three
people in every event. Our relays

were solid. 1 think we have the best
talent in the league, but the kids did
what they had to. I guess all those
5:30s (practices in the morning)
paid off."
The Falcons also had some good
performances that did not win
titles.
Pat Sugrue finished sixth in the
500 freestyle, Matt Lenhart fourth
in the 500 freestyle, third in the 200
freestyle, and fourth in the 100
freestyle. Jeff Wolf finished fifth in
the 100 freestyle.
BRIAN SOLTIS finished sixth in
the 100 backstroke and sixth in the
200 backstroke, while Ben Gohlke
finished fourth in the 200
backstroke. Nick Bellino finished
sixth in the 200 yard breaststroke.
Despite the fifth place finish, BG
coach Tom Stubbs said he was
pleased with the performance after
the Falcons had finished seventh
the last four years.
"We're a young team, mostly
freshman and sophomores," he
said. "Koester had a first and a second, Lenhart was outstanding.
"Jeff Wolf came back and swam
tough. Our backstrokers, Ben
Gohlke and Brian Soltis came in
and had good times. Our upperclass held together and did a
good job keeping the team going.
Those are key things."
Despite finishing 13th in the 200
individual medley, senior Gregg
Reinmann set a new BG record
with a time of 2:01.4. Reinmann's
mark bested the 1975 mark of 2:02.7
set by Chris Price.
Four Falcon senior swimmers
competed in their last meets over
the weekend - Jeff France, Jim
Gleason, Wolf and Reinmann.

photos by Bill
BG freshman Phil Koester accepts the Outstanding Diver award from last year's winner, Mike
Lyden of Western Michigan, Saturday after the conclusion of the Mid-American Conference
swimming and diving championships at Cooper Pool. Koester placed first on the one-meter and
second on the three-meter board.

Eliminated:
Falcon icers lose CCHA playoff series to Northern
by Dave Lewandowski
assistant sports editor

MARQUETTE, Mich. - Any
hope of Bowling Green winning its
third successive Central Collegiate
Hockey Association playoff title
was aborted before two periods
were completed in the first game of
the Falcons' two-game series
against Northern Michigan last
weekend.
The CCHA champion Wildcats
scored seven goals in the first two
periods Friday, enroute to an 11-3

thrashing of the Falcons.
BG gained back some respectability with a 3-3 tie Saturday, but
the Wildcats won the total goals
series, 14-6, sending BG to its first
semifinal series loss in four years.

had expired in Friday's game and
increased the lead to 5-0 at the end
of the period.
The Wildcats built the margin to
64 with a Bill Joyce tally at the
3:51 mark of the second period.
Tom Newton got the Falcons on the
scoreboard with a goal at 12:17, but
Jeff Pyle scored with : 14 left in the
period for a 7-1 NMU lead.

THE WIN gave NMU the right
to face Ferris State in the CCHA
finals, the first time both teams
have been in the finals. Northern
will host FSC, a 12-8 winner over
Northern, ranked second in the
Ohio State in its series, this nation last week, made the score
weekend in Marquette.
10-1 in the third period before
NMU held a 24) lead after 7:52 George McPhee and defenseman

Ron Megan scored for the Falcons.
Northern's Craig Winter added
another goal with :16 left in the
game for the 11-3 score.
THE FALCONS' McPhee
provided a bulk of the offense
against the 30-5-1 Wildcats.
McPhee closed out his sophomore
year having a hand in five of the six
BG goals, scoring three and adding
two assists.
Wildcats goaltender Steve Weeks
was tested only 19 times in 60
minutes of work, while BG goalie

Reds' Bair sets sights on 'comeback'
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) - Doug Bair's
16 saves and his 11-7 pitching
record would be respectable
statistics on most major league
baseball clubs in most years.
But Bair had a tough act to follow
last season - his own - and he suffered by comparison with his 1978
record when he had 27 saves and a
1.98 earned run average.
" I did the very best I could under
khe circumstances," said Bair, who
continually found himself in the
position of apologizing for a perfornance that was merely good rather
iian great. "I was sick for awhile,
then I was hurt. I never really got
started."
Bair, a 1971 Bowling Green State
kJnversity graduate, is determined

not to let that happen to him again.
He has put on some weight during
the winter and feels stronger now.
"I'VE ALWAYS had trouble
gaining weight," said Bair, who is
listed on the Cincinnati Reds roster
as six feet tall and 180 pounds. "I'm
stronger than I was last year
because I weigh more, 12 or 15
pounds over what I was last season.
Because of that, spring training has
gone very easy."
Bair was a starting pitcher most
of his 6% years in the minor
leagues, but became much more effective when he was converted to a
relief pitcher.
"I'm a short relief pticher and
nothing else," Bair said.

is

In 135 games, during his two
years with the Reds, he has pitched
195 innings. He's the Red's righthanded stopper, a late-inning
specialist. His left-handed couterpart, Dave Tomlin, has been used
in a similar fashion, 120 innings in
110 games for Cincinnati.
Bair wasn't always happy with
the way he was used last season
however, although he refused to
talk about his run-ins with management.
"I PTICH better when I pitch a
lot of appearances, two or three or
four in a row, not one every week or
two," Bair said.
But toward the end of last season,
when Bair had turned in a couple of
sluggish performances, Manager

John McNamara increasingly went
to Tom Hume. Hume finished the
season as the club leader in saves
and earned run average.
Bair signed a one-year contract
shortly before spring training
started and is going into the season
with a sense of mission, trying to
regain his 1978 status.
"All I was offerred was the oneyear contract, but I was satisfied
with it. So I took it." he said. "If I
have a good season, that will put
me in a stronger negotiating position next year."
Another so-called "average"
year would put Bair in fourth place
on the club's list of career save
leaders behind Clay Carroll, Pedro
Borbonand Wayne Granger.

i

Wally Charko and Mike David
combined for 39 saves. David
replaced Charko after the second
Northern goal, when Charko was
bothered by a tear on his contact
lens.
Skating better Saturday, the
Falcons put together three solid
periods to test the NMU defense.
But it was the Wildcats that
capitalized on BG defensive
mistakes to take a 2-0 lead after the
first period.
The Falcons came back in the
second with a pair of McPhee
goals, the second on the power
play.
Northern increased the margin
to 3-2 with a goal at the : 58 mark of
the third period, but Newton closed
out four years as a Falcon with the
tying goal at the 10:04 mark.
NORTHERN COACH Rick
Comley said his team didn't play
up to its potential Saturday, but
was pleased with the outcome of
the series.
"We were prepared for a twogame series," Comley said. "We
had a super night the first game
and it was difficult for the kids to
be up emotionally tonight
(Saturday). But we accomplished
what we wanted on the weekend.
"I think tonight was a good 3-3
hockey game. It was a good game
for Jerry (BG coach Jerry York).
He had something positive to end
the year on and a good start for
next year.

"I also thought Charko played as
well as he's able," Comley continued. "He made some good stops
that kept BG in the game."
Charko was busy in the nets
Saturday, making a total of 49
saves, including 20 in the first
period. Weeks had 34 saves in the
second game.
YORK SAID the Falcons and
Wildcats "played five good games
this season," with Friday's contest
the exception.
"We did not play with intensity
Friday," York said. "The two
quick goals in the first period
caused a shift in momentum. Their
(NMU's) ability to get on the
scoreboard early was not what we
wanted.
"We have to get breaks to win,
but we let in two poor goals early.
Wally didn't play well Friday but
came back and made some extremely fine saves Saturday.
"The kids have a lot to be proud
of," York continued, "They could
have given up tonight (Saturday)
but they didn't."
BG finished the season with a 1620-2 overall record, the most losses
in its 11-year history.
McPhee finished as the Falcons'
leading scorer with 45 points on 21
goals and 24 assists. He now has 133
career points, tied for 15th with
Gerry Bradbury. Newton's two
goals placed him in a 12th place tie
with Paul Titanic with 140 career
points.

